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Scientific Rationale:  Radio observations below ~100 

MHz provide unique insight into non-thermal process-

es in the outer solar corona and inner heliosphere. 

However, the intervening Earth ionosphere makes 

ground-based observations challenging and indeed 

impossible below 10 MHz.  Observations from space-

craft are rather limited in scope (e.g., spectroscopy and 

occasional triangulation of sources) and in particular 

cannot provide imaging information. In contrast, ob-

servations using radio telescope arrays on the lunar 

surface would not suffer from such limitations and thus 

could provide radio interferometric imaging down to 

the solar wind cut-off at around 20 kHz.  These obser-

vations would provide key information about a variety 

of energetic solar phenomena including energetic elec-

tron production, and shock and CME formation. 

Operational Parameters:  An angular resolution of 

half a degree (one solar diameter) at 1 MHz (wave-

length 300 m) would require a baseline of about 30 km.  

Based on existing terrestrial arrays (e.g., VLA, 

EOVSA), a 16-32 element sun-pointed radio telescope 

array, with each antenna about half a meter across, 

would have a total mass of about 500 kg and require 

about 500 W to operate. Telemetry (to the Earth) 

would be of the order of 10 Mbps.  Such an array could 

start with a relatively small number of antennas, which 

could still yield pioneering science discoveries, and 

augmented gradually over time, with the new antenna 

locations guided by the results from the existing array.  

Erection of such an array would require a number of 

rover-type sorties of up to 15 km from a central lunar 

base.  Once erected, however, the array would require 

minimal astronaut involvement, with occasional servic-

ing and repair sorties possible.  The antennas and asso-

ciated electronics would be fabricated on Earth and 

deployed upon arrival at the lunar base. Cost would be 

the same as for any other payload of similar mass. 
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